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Ice 
In the chlorine fog of a ragged downtown Y, 

pool-side, a man nearly bald walked steadily forward, 

his square, stoic jaw marked with deliberate nature. 

He looked like my father, but could not have been. 

I considered leaping from the water, 

like an ancient mariner, to talk to this man, maybe learn 

all the things from him I had not learned from my father. 

He may have lived a life like my father, shy, 

farmboy, baptised with a Finnish name, 

then anglicized to something more prosaic: 

from Ilmari to Einar; his sister Sylvie to Esther. 

He left school in eighth grade to work, not meeting my mother 

for decades. He got his GED for her. 

My father of course would not tell me these things. 

My half-sister told me, not even his daughter, really. 

How did she know? She'd had the courage to ask, 

but I was his daughter, so I didn't say a thing. 

Never speak until you're spoken to, 

but what if no one ever speaks? What then? 

Seventeen years after his death, I begin to write, 

father, I have just seen a man who looked like you, 

he even wore that wide-eyed look you had 

when you took your glasses off, kind eyes, 

and a deliberate, slow, steady, stable walk. 

Lynette Reini-Grandell, Vice President of MCTE, 
noted writer and producer of KFAiradio programs, 
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Mark Twain's Joan of Arc: Proto-Feminist or "True Woman"? 

Historically, we know Joan of Arc burned at the stake as a heretic. 

We further know she is revered as a French Catholic saint. Why this combina

tion of character details compelled the, arguably, Quintessentially American 
writer Mark Twain, with his anti-Catholic sentiments, is a question that per

plexes. Although the historical Joan lived, and fought, in the fifteenth cen

tury, her artistic descendant, the literary character, inhabits the late nineteenth. 

How does Joan the Character's historical situatedness affect the woman Twain 
depicts? And, if she elicits from the late nineteenth century, what attributes, 

as a woman, must such a character evidence? To view Joan, and her actions, 

in light of contemporary cultural conversations concerning the function of 

women in America reveals mind-boggling conservatism. Despite Joan's Con

tinental Catholicism, and her unlikely status as Commander-in-Chief of the 

French forces, a look at the expectations transmitted for, especially, Protestant 

American women of the Antebellum to Victorian periods shows that, despite 

the saint's masculine behavior in war, it is her Victorian American qualities 

that make it possible, in this novel, for Joan to become Defender of France, 

and those same characteristics create the opportunity for Joan to establish her 
credibility and leadership. In particular, she is an idealized form of an ideal; 

to cite Barbara Welter's famous moniker, Joan of Arc is a perfect form ofTrue 

Womanhood, a paragon to stand as a model to other would-be paragons of 

Feminine Virtue. The Personal Recollections of Joan of Arc participates in 
this on-going discussion. 

On the face of it, a novel about a peasant woman general in fif
teenth-century France has little to do with the situation of middle-class nine

teenth-century women in America. And, in fact, some critics have argued that 
Joan represents "Twain ... identifying and challenging social constructions 

of gender [ and the] distribution of power within a patriarchal society" 

(Skandera-Trombley 82). Further, "Twain may well have been paying tribute 

to upper-class European-American female reformers and suffragettes" (83). 
Joan's cross-dressing at various points within her novel promotes this view. 

Frances Cogan argues that a tenet of Real Womanhood is, that "[s]urvival 

.. demanded that one do ... as a woman, not as an androgyne or 'freak"' 

(5)(italics in original). By dressing Joan as a man, Twain would have inten

tionally opposed cultural messages of correct womanhood, and consciously 

allied his lead character with "the degraded and unnatural province of femi

nism, from which [Real Women] deliberately distinguished themselves" (Cogan 

5). In support of this, Welter briefly mentions that "[t]here were a few devi

ates within the society ... who, in a few cases, looked upon war as an excellent 

opportunity to don man's clothing and perform male functions" (15). In 
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Hazardous Conditions 
or Icy Bridge at the End of a Long Day 

I am jerked alert the moment before it begins. 
The road alters and leans to the right, a beguiling curve. 

The car then slips slightly, turning more than the road, 
its end slides to the left, and I twist with the steering, 

hips and torso absorbing the motion. 
It responds, over-sensitive, swinging again to the right, 

so I turn, it turns, I turn, my hands grasp the wheel, 
following movement, and it moves like a horse, then skis, 

and then I'm jazz dancing with Snake Hips; 
each twist careens wider, each move reveals more of the rail. 

a small truck behind me has slowed, 
its form like an old dog, apprehensive in silent solemnity. 

I twist and berate myself for my love of velocity, 
secretly thrilled by my wrestling the slippery machine. 

And then something happens: 
the car straightens and holds to the tooth of the pavement, 

four wheels on two tracks, a miracle: 
and my body is thrilled with electricity, 

hair standing on end all over it. 

I would do it again if I could be sure of the outcome. 
I remember learning to drive in a car like a boat: 

when blizzards came and the streets emptied I would go out 
and drive fast, swinging, sashaying in grand gestures 

down broad avenues, 
in love with an unpredictable vehicle, 

glad no one was there to slam into or witness my folly. 
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The airy glide of the car across ice, traction missing, 
and again the blizzards are beckoning me. 

I delight in their hazardous conditions, 
road surface like glass, speed, and warm armor 

of auto surrounding me. 
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Twilight in Powderhorn Park, October 

Here are our two worlds, the water and land, the pavement 
and dirt, skyscraper and tree, the day and the night, 
mingled together, Powderhorn, twilight, then night. 
A cell phone is ringing, plaintive, across open water. 
What time is it, you ask, probing my wrist for my watch 
and bringing a lit cigarette closer to study the clockface. 

What time is it? Are the leaves turning, 
or is that some fireblight? 
We never will know unless we complete the cycle. 
Let it die now, come back again next year to see, who knows? 
The yellowing grasses so brilliant in sunlight have stiffened 
like wire: dry, skeletal ghosts of themselves. 
I gather a bouquet of leaves to place at your doorstep. 
Take these, they're beautiful, I don't know 
when we'll have any others. 

What time does the sun leave us tonight? Will it ever come back? 
Which way do the geese fly tonight, their mournful 
cries over chimneys and rooftops disturbing my sleep? 
Which way do the geese fly tonight? 
In the gathering dusk you asked me what time it was. 

Twilight in Powderhorn, time to pull down the blinds. 
Time for the moon to rise now, still brighter than street lights. 
Her shimmer is old as the ocean, as constant as grass; 
Her time passes like water from this subterranean, 

, slow-moving spring. 
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As members of MCTE, we are in a unique position to communicate 
and share notes with colleagues working all along the learning spectrum of 
student literacy. Let's use that affiliation to make a concrete difference in our 
communities, and in society, showing to the rest of the world that literacy does 
have effects, and remembering that incomplete literacy also has its conse
quences. 
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Walking the Labyrinth, New Year's Eve 

The path is a series of loops, big and small

I step forward, and forward, and forward, 

listening to foot fall and the sound of feet treading, 

and breathing, the measuring in and out, 

and all of my muscles moving in slow, measured rhythm. 

The hollowness and the wholeness of this routine movement, 

the beauty of how at a turn one leg must move farther, 

the stride of one leg reaching, overtaking another: 

it astonishes me. 

I can see feet of others before and behind me 

casting their own little pathways in varying patterns, 

fanning out, closing in, 

fanning out again, and then brought to a single line. 

Who would have guessed that a spirit inhabits geometry? 

I feel I could measure cubic yards of air if I wanted to: 

I am holding the air in my hands, palms tilted towards heaven. 

It is full of oxygen. 

It embraces me back. 
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